What did the manager at the animation studio say when they
completed a movie?
Teamwork makes the Dreamworks

If you can dream it, you can make it with Adobe After Effects!
Animation has become a common feature of many user-generated videos on
YouTube, Facebook and Instagram. This workshop teaches learners how to
animate objects as well as combine them with real-life footage in order to
create engaging videos for their audience. All learning will be in a
hands-on, practical format.

30 Hours Physical Classroom Learning
4 Hours E-Learning
3.25 Hours Assessment
SkillsFuture Funding
This workshop consists of 2 modules:
Art Styles and Fusion
TGS-2019503442 - Eligibility Period: 18/11/19 to 17/11/21

Visual Storytelling

TGS-2019503440 - Eligibility Period: 25/06/20 to 15/12/21

Course fee after
funding - $240
Professionals aged 40
and up
Companyaged
sponsored
Singaporeans
40 above
(SME) or
Self-Sponsored
Small
Medium Enterprise

$316.63

SCAN TO ENQUIRE

$1,434.13

$1992.88

Singaporeans aged
21-39yrs old / PRs

All prices quoted is inclusive
of GST

For workshop registration, contact +65 6235 0533 or visit www.firstmedia.edu.sg

How to Design and Animate a full AE
Project
Understanding motion graphics
Best Exports for Youtube, Vimeo, and
Facebook

Walk cycle using arm and leg movement
Natural hand gestures
Mouth movement

Using, Editing, Creating, and Saving Presets
Animating Vector graphics and GIFs

Composting with masks and effects
Camera & Motion Tracking

Animating characters on motion using the "Walk Cycle"
Using "Camera Tracking" to superimpose animation over real-life footage
Practice compositing techniques to achieve stunning video effects

At the end of this workshop, learners will learn how to animate vector
characters by creating walking and hand motions for them. They will also
learn how to superimpose animated characters with real life footage. They
will be able to apply this skill to add more depth and interest to the videos
they create.

Absentee Payroll : Claimable at $7.50 per hour of training.
All nett fees are claimable via : SkillsFuture Credit and PSEA funding.
Learners are required to bring their own laptops for training. Rentals are
available subject to availability.
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